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SHOTS OF CHAGALL-ÿ**IÿLOWÿ

ORIenTAL LNGDAGE

Ei.'IPTY i-ÿO0..<, .JO0ÿ ÿ. T.ÿCii<ÿ ,

;ÿIITY CORP,,IDOL ,J:ÿb ÿi, TR..,.:ÿ
CU OF ,,ÿOUTHÿ 01,' IkTEid-':,LT:.,I:ÿ;

@0@¢eÿoooÿ

FORÿ IGiÿ LIhOOAGÿ

,:.HOÿ OF KLEÿINIkOV I;:ÿ

KIEBhLÿOV Vÿ_ÿÿ: ... and I can explsin euite briefly

DELÿ,Gÿ,TEL LOEbY -" Aa Cÿ L L,G
E,,C, Ll-?rOfÿ

whyÿ on instructions of WI government and in conjuncÿ
tion ÿdth ÿ Dÿnisn collesgues, we rer.uested sn

urgent meeting of the Councÿl to consider whet action
should be tÿken in the present grave circunÿstances in
the aiddle East.

I need on].yÿ ÿm. f resident, refer the members of the
Council to the ...

FAG,S;

!%,:.O.,.:_ (ÿYi,,C):

There was one time when I was asked

if I spoke Chine, e, and I said no, and they said,
well, why notÿ ÿ,ou're an ir, terpreter!

TITLs, S

*'ÿUS IC.,

VERTICAL ;--.OT m, 1 iAh ,F
OÿT.,IoLÿ EUIibihO

KI$ÿIÿ(<V VOÿ There's such a variety of subjects
being debated in the Uh these ¢ays. ÿ,e couldn't
possibly be specialists in every single field; although oddly enough .°.

KIDÿJBN IKOV

(ÿC): °.. the question never arises ... we are
assu,ÿed to know ÿii tÿe vocabulary of every single
one of these fields.

.... Cf,.'ÿ ÿL (fÿi.C)ÿ' ÿt the Atonÿic Conference in Geneva,
ior instance, that ÿ,,as a very difficult one: that's

2ÿ

a bad memory, wiÿ] the UN Atomic Conference° We had
prepared for it ...

FAGÿE

FAGId (ÿ): .., we had eight months of intensive
traininÿ and we started. For many of my colleagues
it was new . a. and work up into hiÿher
physicsa
,;

ATOMIC Cÿ i% bÿ\ CE

SPLAÿEÿ(ÿ)°ÿ"

" "

eÿ

. ., energÿ range above 700

millioÿ electron volts. All of this work hes
shown that the original energy °., "

DLÿI'fRIcHY.V ÿ0: . .o tÿen your colleague is involved.

Probably he was slready there before. Then he will
start tme mÿetingÿ you ...

D iÿITR!ÿIfEV

(ÿyÿC): ... will listen Jn for about half an hourÿ
you know, you'll get into the picture snd then
you'll operste these thing, s with more ease.

.... Oiÿ].ÿ, ,:ÿ2, (ÿ): Lut for people like me, ÿho are

not ÿt all scientifically mindedÿ I wouldn't sÿ it'ÿ
s hopeless task, but it's difficult.

_HuT 0ÿ' ,_ÿCbÿ,liÿ CJUIÿCIL

;(LLLiÿIÿI:V VO: Consecutive interpretstion was tÿm
oniÿmetiÿod o£ interpreting which ÿas 1ÿewn until
the Nuremberg trisls. The interpreter would take
notes while the spe,ÿker maCe a speech.

SYEC ÿ oUi',,'D

Fÿ,ÿC-Iÿ' V Cÿ: The great inconvenience of this systaÿ is
that if a speech lasts, an hourÿ it has to be interpreted ana theft tÿes another hou_ÿ,
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COICtECUTIVÿ ii,ÿ i'ÿnLÿTÿ

fYi,ÿC gOOfeD

fEREZ

Pÿh&.ÿJÿ, (ÿ): "hen we first cm]ÿe here, the official
system in the United Rations was the consecutive,
there was no simultaneous.

C. O. FAi:

Ce C• F, -3ÿ
(fÿC)'
ÿ:mltaneous interpretation,
ÿ ....
_ m
especisily say il one is doing tÿt from English
into French, or from French into Spanish: you can do
it almost word for word or phrase for phrase snd
sentence for sentence.

F G!h,.

FAO'ÿiÿ (SYNC) : It ' s like dubbing a film.

KLEBN IKOV

. ,ÿ.U
This
itLÿ,i3NIitcV
(, .......
; : was all set up by
o sn ÿnerican
colonel ..,

fTILi #IOTb .ÿ UF

iQzÿBÿIi(Cÿ VO: ... of French origin, called Leon

LÿON DOSTERT
Dostert.

fAJi. V 0: ."'.11 interpreter,ÿ,, to h:h,.b had to speak in

their native language.

KL,ÿBI; Ii:;c'V

- "ÿ "

(ÿ)

Subsequently, towards the end of

the Nuremberg trislsÿ he went to New York ÿnd had. some
talks with the LN ÿ' ecretariat, and persuaded thma to
give the s:#stei, a trial.

PALÿZ

.,.,..v (ÿqjt The advantsfes of the s:retÿn were so

great that the budget people in the Onitÿd ÿtates,
}.ÿho us you knowÿ are blown to have their eye on
econo, iies, jumped at t.ÿe chÿ.nce° And here we are,

r ÿ

,, • r,1.

DLIÿCCL

FAGAi,ÿ V 0: Officially, the interpreter's day starts
when he gets to the office ÿ.n the . orniiÿg, ÿnich is
when the assignments Jÿ,de by ,2. ÿeiksins, the chief
interpreter, are posted.

;ÿ:[. ÿ.ÿIK[ Iÿi':< (ÿ): This is the problem for today
as it stanas now. There is an a¢[ditional meeting in
the Chamber of the ÿresident's becurity Council °..

FREDA ÿ3ÿGIÿk (: I{C)" Verv good, that's behind these
.,. Gouncilÿ right?
j=,lSi, lÿ'ÿ (cV Cÿ,
--ÿ ÿ , lÿv,r. ,

Thank you,

]ÿ'ÿO;u: VO: The assigmlents sre based on a number of
thingÿ -- our desires, our preferencesÿ on the
number of Jÿ,ÿeetings, the nturÿber ef interpreters
available, aÿd of courÿeÿ tÿ,e language co:.binations.

KLEBNIkt,V VO; iÿeetins.s have .,. proliferated ...
ever since the bN was foundec., ever)r year there have
been mcÿe bodies, set upÿ more meetinf;s, more conferences, more seminsre, ÿ,ÿore s- _i:;ositmÿsÿ so on;
therefore we hÿve ÿore anu more work ,..

---FR,=DA uiitG.ÿ lh q,I:FICE

Tÿ ÿh,.C
) :

.., Good morning, yes ..,

He's not in yetÿ he'll be in any minute now ...

FLGJÿ VO: Our nor-ÿ:ÿl working hours are from ten
o'clock uÿ%il the meetin,?, ends. but ver'/ often

we'll ÿet a phone cs,ll early in the ÿorning saying
you're on at nine. ÿ.,'-"mc your dÿr starts completely
different .. °

}.iÿ.a BERGÿR

i iijÿDÿ5ÿ (::YLC)." ÿetitions ... I don't know whether
you're on in tiÿe afternoon ... tLere's something
tÿlat's come up so you better go and see ÿ. ÿeiksinsÿ

$h,T oi' .ÿ'l-lÿ.ÿ:;ÿ.ÿ, AT ]..L,Sh,

}ÿ'a(:/ÿ.:., ÿ0; ÿ. ÿ,ieiksins stsrted off as a consecutive
interpreter and he's also an extreme, ely able laÿ5ÿer.
i e've had tiÿree interpreters becoJ e chief interpretersÿ the ihterpreter ÿ,,ho bcco.ÿes a chief knows
sll the frobleÿ. He's lived them, and he also knows
how to counteract them or prevent them.

C. C. iÿ%A

Ca. €, F:;__ÿ (ÿ): Interpret,:tion is hiÿh, highly
individualistic profession. Each one has his own
stfie.

..,ÿCÿ-IL ..... t (ÿ); Personally, if ]. have an extr.emely .

dLll speaker, i csn't do it. Unless I rÿ.ally bring

myself to life and i oo ss though he was very interesting; otherÿ,:ise I can't do it. i lall asleep ...

.... Xÿ_2 (ÿ,)_ÿ.b): There ÿas a Russian by the name of
Astrov. I don't ?ÿow il you reÿ.ÿeÿ__ber hÿ. Very big
fellow, used to wear lon& hsir. ÿ:nd he ÿas quite a
hÿ% but he was sn artist at hesrt. ÿe ÿ_.ÿed the
piano very well, he used to sinÿ in opera before he
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came to the United States °.° And once I remember he
was doing a speech, and the speaker banged the table
with his fist and Astrov got so carried away, he also
bÿ]ged the table so hard that the glasses jumped on
the table.

C. C. FAN

C. C. FAN (SYNC): I usually don't follow the speakers
to that extent.

KLEBNIKOV

KLEBNII(OV (6Yÿ: I would say that most interpreters
have their oÿm favorite topics or their own fields
of interest.

FAGAN

FAG\ (ÿYNC): It's deathly dull if you get stuck in
a legal committee.

MACHÿEZ

MACHEREZ (SYÿ): kÿ]at I like best is in fact, legal
conferences; because people are very (LAUGHTER),
some of them, very serious and veÿj quiet. They
know exactly what they are talking about. And when
they have nothing to say because they don't know
an3ÿhing, they don ' t say anything.

FAGAN

FAGA (SYNC): She would have enjoyed :.a discussion
on how many angels csn dance on the head of a pin.

DIMITRICHEV

D!MITRICHEV (SYNC): And there are many people who
know languages and very well at that, but who cannot
int erloret well.

FAGAN

FAGA

oÿ
ÿ," "ÿ
(ÿ_jÿ,L,C

:

This is something that you cannot

teach.

KLEBNIKOV

KI3BNIKOV (SYNC): It's something that either you can
do or you can't.

FAGAN

FAGÿN (SÿC): If you know how to interpret, then we
can impiÿove your technique. But it's the same as a
singer. You don't learn to sing, you have to have
the voice to begin with°

SHOT OF AFRICAN GIRL AT
TRA IN I!ÿG CONSOLEÿ

KIEBNIKOV VO' We have several training rooms where
they listen to tapes of speeches for instance, and
they interpret them sÿmultaneously for themselves . ° °

KLEBNIKOV

KLEBNIKCfV (SYNC): ÿen we feel, and they feel, that
they're ready -- after a month or two -- they're
given a test.

TESTING RO0ÿ.ÿi WITH
INTERPRETER 'S JURY. TFSTING

KIÿBNIKOV VO" And there's a jury composed of senior

SEQUENCE

interpreters who then decide whether they have made
the grade or not° Thÿj translate four speeches, two
from each language.

MEIKSINS

iÿIKSÿ\ÿS (SYNC) : Now, gentlemen, the candidate whom
re are going to test today -- and you have all the
particulars in the records before you -- will interpret from Russian and from English into French.

KIEBNIKOV VO: It's not easy to fiud good interpreters
anew ÿor 8 o

DIMIThlCÿV VO: Sometiÿes people do a poor job only
because theytre very nervous and of course the at-

mosphere itself, the Security Council or the General
Assembly -- the whole world of foreign ministers -nmkes people nervous.
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MACHEREZ

MACHEREZ (SYNC); Besides your own language, you
don't have to speak the foreign languages from which
you interpret ... you have to understand it perfectly
but not to speak it so well. And I think besides
linguistic requirements, the basic requirement is a
general background ...

KLEBNIKOV

K miKOV (sY):
couldn't function.

... without which he simply
I mean we can't afford in my

profession --

SHOTS OF JURY PANEL
LISTENING TO TEST

KLEBNIKCV VO: ..° if somebody mentions the name of a
president of a Republic in Central Africa -- to come
up with a completely mutilated version° We actually
have to Imow these narc, s, we have to have read them,

we have to be fanÿ.liar with all these names.

FAGAN

FAGÿN (SYÿNC): Basicaily, what we have to have -- and
I suppose ÿ had it --was curiosity.

MEIKSINS

I,ÿEIKSINS (SYNC): We must decide whether this is an
interpreter that can be entrusted with actual asaignment in meetings and ...

SHOT OF CEILING OF
SECURITY COUNCIL

MEIÿ<ÿNS VO : . .. this is, gentlemen, what you will
have to decide on the basis of this performance.

SHOT OF INTERPRETERS
IN EOOTH

SYEC SOUND

MACHEREZ IN BOOTH
INTERPRETING

IÿICHZ{EZ VO: It's not out of place for an American
to use one or two slang expressions in official
speech ...

DÿIÿICÿV

DIÿNITRICHEV (SYNC): Then the difficulty would be to
say it in a slang expression in the Russian language.
Not that you ÿouldn't understand ...

DIMITRICHEV IN BOOTH

... that particular slangy word in English, but how
to render it so that it wouldn't sound offensive.

FAGAN

FAGAN (SYNC): I mean, I remember a speaker quoting
American slang; that threw the interpreters for a
loop.

L'ÿCHERIÿ

CHEREZ (SYNC): I think that many ÿnericans remember
that day. It was about the Cubsn rockets ...

FIÿ CLIP: BLACK AND ÿITE
SECURITY COUNCIL, ADLAI
STEVENSON

STIVJENSON (SYNC): All right, sir, let me ask
you one sÿnple question. Do you, Ambassador
Zorin, deny that the U.S.S.R. has placed and is
placing medimÿ and intermediate range missiles
and sites in Cuba! Yes or no? Don't wait for
the translation, yes or no?

(muC-HTm)
ZORIN ON Cm.ÿERA

ZOIÿIN SYNC SOUND, RUSSIÿ LANGUAGE
LNThRPIÿETER VO" ivÿ. Stevenson, would you continue your sÿatÿaent, please, you will receive
the answer in due course. Do not worry.

( AUaHTm)
STEVENSON ON CAMÿA

STEVENSON (SYNC): I am prepared to wait for my
answer until hell freezes over, if that's your

END OF FIhMCLiP
MAC}ÿREZ

decision.

MACHEREZ (SYNC): I didn't know what to say. I saidÿ
I used then an expression which is quite colloquial
in French, I said, "J'attendrai jusqu'a la saint
glin-glin", but it's not exactÿr the same meaning.
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BLACK AND WHITE SHOT
OF SELWYN LLOYD

FAGAN VO:

When Selwyn Lloyd was criticizing one of

the speeches by Veshinsky, I believe he said "Well,
all I can say is: dig that broken record'"

PEREZ

PEREZ (ÿ): An expression like that i think is
untranslatable.

FAGÿ

STILL SHOTS OF BEATLES

And I don't know what the Chinese did

MUS IC UP
C. C° FAN VO: At the beginning we couldn't think of
the ssÿiÿe equivalent. ÿmd then by reading the Chinese
newspaper --

C. C. FAN

C.C. FAN (SYNC): published here in New York or published in Taiwan or Hong Kong -- then we discovered that
they have a fairly good translation for 'Beatles',
which literally means "the one that is covered with
hair" o

PEREZ

PEREZ (.ÿ2INC): If a foreign minister or a minister of
state or somebodyÿ a famous smbassadOrÿ is speaking and
he uses a vulgar word, he meens to use it.

FAGAN

SÿNC
FAGAI\\
(_). if" they

call
a
spade

a
spade,
you cannot

call it a digging implement.

FÿCHEREZ

MACHEÿEZ (SYNC): We have an excellent French interÿ
preter. So she was once in the Security Council where
the Russian speaker really insulted the Bÿitish
delegate° And you laqow that the Russian delegation
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often checks the interpreterÿ so she was trying to be
not really

polite, but to use decent words or fairly

... palatable words. And then she saw the Russian,

one of the Russian advisors, come forward to the
speaker, say a few words to him. And then the Russian
speaker said: "But I heÿr that the French translator,
the French interpreter, is not saying exÿ.ctly what I
said. I said this end I mean thins." And she had to
say it.

CU OF CASTRO, CASTRO
TALKING IN GENERAL ASSEIvU3LY,

CASTRO AND KHRUSHCHEV

FAGAN VO: When Castro was here he referred to the
then President of the Dnited States, "no tiene un seso
politico', .. ° "has no political brain". Now, this is
strong lÿgtÿage in Spanish, because "cerebro" is

"brain"; and had he said "no tiene cerehro politico",
would have saidÿ "has no political acumen". So I
said, "has no political sense", because it wasclose to
that wordÿ because he had chosen a word that was out of
context really -- i mean it stood out -- and he did it
L\
\

on purpose. It was shock treatment.

PEREZ

PEREZ (SYNC): Mistakes occur all the time. The best
speaker ÿiil make a mistake, and the best interpreter
will also rÿake a mistake.

KLEBNIKOV

\

KLEBNIÿ{OV (SIÿC): ÿen the interpreter knows that he
made a mistake, we have a very simple procedure. We

call the rapporteurs and tell them that at such and
such a point, the text should read this and not that.
C. C. FAN

C. C. FAN ..... ÿ

_ ÿ,.ÿ ÿ): There are two kinds of mistakes.

One is obvious, ÿ-ÿd the other one is not so obvious.
\

The best exÿple of an obvious mistake is ...

\

\
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PEREZ

PEREZ (SyNC): kÿqen the American delegate defending aÿ
qerican resolution has said: "This is the United Nation
resolution."

C. C. FAN

Cÿ C. FAN (SYNC): On the other hand, there are many not
so obvious ndstakes. You think that he should say "I
do not", and he says "I do", but you are not so sure.

KLEBNIKOV

KLEBNIKOV .(SYNC): When a speaker has said something
that he regrets having said, of course the first
thought, the first point at which he can catch this wordÿ
is the interpreter ...

PEREZ

PEREZ (SYNC)o Interpreter is a very useful tool for
the speaker.

KLEBNIKOV

KLEB IKOV (SYNC): Therefore, the easiest way out for
him is to say "I have been misinterpreted °.. I never

said this, I said that".

PEREZ

PEREZ (SyNC): if a matter is so delicate that it
lends itself to that kind of misunderstanding, you can
be sure that the interpreter is going to be paying very
close attention, and he is going to remember if he
said something was white or grey or blackÿ

KLEBN IKOV

IÿEBhlKOV (SYNC): There are rare and interesting cases
when it's quite obvious that the speaker makes a mistake because he wants to make that mistake.

DIÿITRICHEV

DIMITRICHEV (SYNC): For instance, if a delegate would
use "i ain't", you lÿqow -- and of course any delegate

that is at the United Nations would not use this without some purpose -- then there is some meaning behind
it. Then you must be aware of this, and try to render
this uÿrammatical form with ungrammatical forms that
eÿ[st in Russian.
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FAG/ÿN

FAGAN (SYNC): Well, you know, in interpreting or in
public speaking, there are certain words you avoid,
because they tend to lead into words that you don't
want to useÿ and i don't think that any interpreter in
his right mJ=qd would ever use the word "circumscribe".

DIMITRICHEV

DIMITRICHEV (SYNC): One delegate meaning to say "I want
to address you", said "I want to undress you".

FAGAN

FAGAÿ (SÿC): And spoonerisms are things that you can
sometimes fall into. i remember in the Security Council
referring to "Hulgaria and Bulbania ..."

PEREZ

P Eÿ,IEZ (SYNC): One delegate for instance one day.says -criticizing a text -- "We must put this resolution in
a language the streetwalker can understand"°

FAGAN

FAGÿ (SYNC): I remember having ... when I started to
do French, I didn't know very much about the French
literature at the time ... and one of the representa-

tives was quoting Racine, and his phrase was "You have
come". And I thought he had referred to Venus, "Vous
%tes venu", and 1 interpreted that as "You are Venus .. °'"
And you know there was one time ...

WIDE SHOT OF DANNY KAYE
IN CONFERENCE ROOM 4

FAGÿ VO:

... when Darmy Kaye who went round the world

for UNICEF came back to report to the Board of UNICEF,
and we were all listening to him and the other booths
were working; he was being interpreted into French,
into Russian and Spanish -- I don't know if it was
Chinese as we;I! -- and suddenly when we were listening
in the English booth, we realized that he was drifting
oÿ into goboledygook.

2ÿLÿ (SYNC): The regional director for the world,
r. Dÿnny Kaye°

DANNY KATE (SYNC)" Thank you.

(AFPmus
Thank you very much. Ladies and gentlemen, I have
no method of making a report about six hundred and
forty-tbÿree ÿizLllion children received 4,187 liters
translated insofar as the insufficient quarts dedi-

cated to the incredible kind of the liter quality
which of course has not had the vitamized process of
our ntilk distribution, but in a sense that has not
yet come to the attention of those and so we feel
more or less thst they have and we should continue
on the basis of not so much insofar as we can but
that they can in a sense realize their true value.
Now lÿd like to see what the interpreters are going
to do with that.

(LAUaHT )
PEREZ

Pÿ,zÿ (SYÿC): I rea!]y don't even remember what I said.

FAGAN

FAGAN (ÿC): But ! think inevitably the difficulties
that you encounter are proverbs, idioms, bad speakers°
r

C, C. FAN

C. C. FAÿ (S¥Iÿ): I had difficulties for some speakers
who have, if I may say so, awfully bad accents.

CÿZ

i4ACHEREZ (SYNC): Accents of course can be very difficult; but also it's the way they construct their own
sentences, which is sometimes quite surprising. And
you don't know their opinions, so you can't guess, you

have to follow very closely wÿat they s%r. This is a
problem, but once you know, once you've interpreted
him once, .,.

DIMITRICHEV

DIMiTRICHEV,.ÿj:
ÿ\ÿ ... you get to know them, you get
to know their maturer of speaking, their style, and
even their choice of words.
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FAGAN

FAGA (SYNC): Obviously if a man is an ambassador, he
is not going to sÿ.eak badly in his own language, and
so you put him into proper English.

PEREZ

PEREÿ (ÿ): Very frequently the interpretations are
far better than the originals.

FAGAN

FAGAN (SYNC): No comment. I plead the Fifth
Amendment, no, it's 5a, because it intendsto incriminate
somebody else.

MACHEREZ

IÿLÿCHEREÿ (ÿNC): ÿ.. speakers sometimes, you really don"
owwhat they are saying ...

KLEBNIKOV

iÿBIÿIKOV (SYNC): If you translate a proverb literally,
most of the time it means nothing at all .o.

FAGAN

FAGAN (SYNO): Proverbs basically are the distillation
of centuries of -- well, if you want to put it --

peasant ÿdsdom and cunning. ÿmd itÿ distilled to such
an extent that there isn't an extra word in it, you
see. So you don't really have very much tinÿ. But
while you're giving this word-for-word translation,
your mind very often pops up with the right one.

KLEBNIKOV

KLEBNIKOV (ÿfNC): But very often it's just impossible.

FAGAN

FAGAN (SYNC): And I got one that made absolutely no
sense and I still haven't figured it out. It was said
in French, and the proverb -- as it had to come out in
English -- was that: "the word is the only thing that
as a baby gives birth to its mother".

16
KIÿBNIKOV

KLEB IKOV (SYNC): And you've probably heard that stoÿy
about the cat in a Russian proverb -- who becÿnes a
dog in the English version. And then the cat suddenly
starts climbing a tree, and you're left with a dog wh9
can't climb the tree, and things like that ...

BLACK AND WHITE SHOT OF
LEQUERICA TALKING IN
GÿERAL ASSEMBLY

FAGAN V 0: ! remember once a man I admired very much,
a Spanish representative nemed Lequerica, who was
quoting something from a Spanish play when they were
talking about disarmament, And he was criticizing the
fact that they just were enamored of the word "disarmament", wouldn't look at anything else around it; and he
said, "we have a saying in my country, taken from a

play, which is 'there is much more here '".

FAGAN

(ÿ.ÿffC): Now baldly, like that, it meant nothing; but
I thought of Hamlet's renÿrk

MUSIC
"There are more things in heaven and esrthÿ Horatio,
thsn are dreamed in your philosophy . °. "

C.C. FAN

'
"ÿ
"To
C. Cÿ
FAN (SYNC):

be nor not to be, that is the

question'" And at least speaking for myself, up to
now, I simply can't find an exact translation in
Chinese. go ! have to sort of devise a very indirect,
a very loosely-translated sentence to convey the
essence of this sentence.

FAGÿN

FAGÿ\ÿ ÿo : One of my Soviet colleagues asked me
one time what should he read in English in order to be
able to cope with the quotes. And I said to him that,
as far as I could see, the Bible and Hamlet.

18
SHOT OF AL KOÿL (U.A.R.)

PFÿREZ VO: Questions of war are discussed -- and someÿ

SHOT OF ABBA EBAN (ISRAEL)

times resolved. Amd you really feel you're making more
of a contribution in the Security Council than in the
Assembly.

MONTAGE OF INTFRPRETERS
AND SPÿJÿEERS

C. C. FAN VO: By being an interpreter, you are not
only indirectly, but you might say even directly, contributing to the general discussion of important world
problems.

FAC.,ÿN VO: Gradually it has become much more of a craft,
and an art, than it is merely of a profession; and the
delegates realize it. Many of them have realized that
we are their e.llies, that unless they can convince us,

we cannot convince their listeners. Many times, much
more is said in what is left out of a speech -- the
very vagueness can give -an entire political trend
to it.

DIMI'Eÿ.ICHEV VO: They have to be true not only to the
work, to the idess that are being expressed, but also
to the way they're expressed.

@ÿSiC UP
TITLES SEQUENCE
KLEBNIKOV VO:

It ÿ.ivolves a lot of tension. It's

not a job that you can go on doing hour after hour
after hour.

,ÿACÿREZ

VO: I think it's a job for a woman, don't

you think?
FAGAN VO: I enjoy it still after twenty-three years.
I find it a fascinating job, still.
it's still a challenge.

MUSIC UP
KLEBNIKOV VO: I think, like any profession, it has its
dull patches, but it has its very rewarding moments,
also. And, by and large, I'd say that there are more
rewarding moments than there are dull patches.

It's hard work, believe me, very hard work.

